PARTICIPATORY ASSESSMENTS
Lima

Concerns and risks identified

Proposed solutions

DOCUMENTATION
Lack of
information

FEAR of rejection
Long waiting time
Collapsed
appointment system

ACCOMMODATION
They have no money for a
warranty

The church is an option
preferred by women
who feel harassed by
some men landlords.

Too many rules: They feel
that they are
not allowed to meet
Children are not
allowed

Up to 8 people share
a bathroom

“We feel watched”

LABOUR EXPLOITAITION

Vulnerable families
Strengthen existing
infrastructure that can receive support for rent
subsidies
act as temporary shelter

Support the churches that are
providing assistance and
shelter to Venezuelans.

Promote trained community leaders to
facilitate activities and services in the
communities.

Indecent proposals to women and
harassment.

"If a Peruvian earns 50 soles a day, a
Venezuelan earns 15".

DISCRIMINATION
They are branded
as thieves or
criminals

In the buses on the way
to Peru, they are
forbidden to use the
bathrooms because
they are Venezuelan.

DISCRIMINATION
WHEN SEARCHING FOR
EMPLOYMENT
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GENDER

HARRASSMENT
AND RISK OF
SEXUAL
EXPLOITATION

EncuentrosSJS offers information
sessions regularly in key spaces.

Validation of titles is key to getting
better jobs.

LIVELIHOODS

''The ca us Hus

Organize more
information sessions in
spaces where
Venezuelans are present

Women from 17 to 35 said
they had been harassed in
their homes, in the streets
and their work
place because they were
Venezuelan.

"Whe te fi ot ta we ar Venen, te ta
adte of it, te ar mod ol me wo fow us in
te set."

Information about University
access and training courses.

SENSITIZATION CAMPAIGN
with employers, the private
sector and the public sector
They would like to say: "We do not
come to invade you, nor to take
away your work, we want to live
together in peace".
Create safe spaces for women, where they
can talk about insecurity issues and obtain
information about how to act, report and
where to go.

